Platinum has long been the best electrocatalyst for oxygen reduction, and oxygen reduction over platinum 1,2 and other 2 surfaces has been reviewed recently by Markovic and Ross 1 and Adzic. 2 As discussed in these reviews, over the three low-index (100), (111), and (110) platinum surfaces in aqueous perchloric and sulfuric acid, the complete four-electron reduction to water can be observed. In the hydrogen adsorption region, two-electron reduction to hydrogen peroxide occurs on the (111) surface, evidently a result of surface site blocking by H(ads). OH(ads), which begins forming from water decomposition at about 0.6 V on platinum electrodes, is also believed to inhibit oxygen reduction by blocking surface sites, and it may contribute to the need to operate oxygen electrodes at several hundred millivolts overpotential relative to the 1.23 V reversible potential on the standard hydrogen scale, which is the scale used in this paper. Surface blocking by adsorbed foreign atoms sometimes changes the reduction of oxygen from the four-electron production of H 2 O to the two-electron production of H 2 O 2 , and when this occurs it is thought to be due to changing the initial O 2 adsorption from side-on to end-on. [3] [4] [5] Recent work has pointed to bisulfate and other ions as surface blocking agents and has found, based on the temperature dependence of exchange currents extrapolated from Tafel plots in the double-layer region, an activation enthalpy of 0.44 eV for O 2 reduction at the reversible potential in 0.05 M sulfuric acid for the three low-index Pt surfaces. 1, 6 These findings were said to indicate that a "series" mechanistic pathway is followed over the Pt surfaces with the first electron transfer being rate determining and OOH(ads) being an intermediate. 1, 6 Additional experimental or theoretical information on the mechanism, particularly to elucidate the relationship between electron and proton transfer, is needed to establish the mechanism. Though a small number of semiempirical quantum chemical studies have been made of some of the steps, 7-10 there has been little accurate theoretical work on oxygen reduction over platinum and other metal surfaces. Contributing to the paucity of activity has been the lack of an ab initio charge self-consistent theory for electrocatalysis that includes the dependence of mechanisms, structures, and activation energies on the potential of the electrode. This laboratory has recently been developing such an approach to studying the electrode potential dependence of electrochemical reactions. Previous applications were on hydrogen evolution from conducting diamond film cathodes, 11 and on oxygen reduction in the outer-Helmholtz-plane region. 12, 13 In this paper the catalytic effects of platinum on oxygen reduction are considered.
Platinum has long been the best electrocatalyst for oxygen reduction, and oxygen reduction over platinum 1, 2 and other 2 surfaces has been reviewed recently by Markovic and Ross 1 and Adzic. 2 As discussed in these reviews, over the three low-index (100), (111), and (110) platinum surfaces in aqueous perchloric and sulfuric acid, the complete four-electron reduction to water can be observed. In the hydrogen adsorption region, two-electron reduction to hydrogen peroxide occurs on the (111) surface, evidently a result of surface site blocking by H(ads). OH(ads), which begins forming from water decomposition at about 0.6 V on platinum electrodes, is also believed to inhibit oxygen reduction by blocking surface sites, and it may contribute to the need to operate oxygen electrodes at several hundred millivolts overpotential relative to the 1.23 V reversible potential on the standard hydrogen scale, which is the scale used in this paper. Surface blocking by adsorbed foreign atoms sometimes changes the reduction of oxygen from the four-electron production of H 2 O to the two-electron production of H 2 O 2 , and when this occurs it is thought to be due to changing the initial O 2 adsorption from side-on to end-on. [3] [4] [5] Recent work has pointed to bisulfate and other ions as surface blocking agents and has found, based on the temperature dependence of exchange currents extrapolated from Tafel plots in the double-layer region, an activation enthalpy of 0.44 eV for O 2 reduction at the reversible potential in 0.05 M sulfuric acid for the three low-index Pt surfaces. 1, 6 These findings were said to indicate that a "series" mechanistic pathway is followed over the Pt surfaces with the first electron transfer being rate determining and OOH(ads) being an intermediate. 1, 6 Additional experimental or theoretical information on the mechanism, particularly to elucidate the relationship between electron and proton transfer, is needed to establish the mechanism. Though a small number of semiempirical quantum chemical studies have been made of some of the steps, [7] [8] [9] [10] there has been little accurate theoretical work on oxygen reduction over platinum and other metal surfaces. Contributing to the paucity of activity has been the lack of an ab initio charge self-consistent theory for electrocatalysis that includes the dependence of mechanisms, structures, and activation energies on the potential of the electrode. This laboratory has recently been developing such an approach to studying the electrode potential dependence of electrochemical reactions. Previous applications were on hydrogen evolution from conducting diamond film cathodes, 11 and on oxygen reduction in the outer-Helmholtz-plane region. 12, 13 In this paper the catalytic effects of platinum on oxygen reduction are considered.
There are two widely used phenomenological models for relating electrode currents to activation Gibbs energies. Both take the point of view of expanding the activation Gibbs energy about the reversible potential. The linear approximation gives rise to the ButlerVolmer equations 14 and provides insight into the linear regions of Tafel plots of the log of the current density vs. the applied electrode overpotential. The harmonic model has linear and quadratic terms and a parameter attributed to the solvent reorganization energy that accompanies the electron transfer process. 15, 16 This model has been incorporated into quantum-mechanical-based electron-transfer equations by Marcus, Gerischer, Levich and Dogonadze, and others 15, 16 for characterizing outer-sphere electron-transfer reactions where electron tunneling is associated with a sudden charge in redox state, a model originally suggested by Gurney. 17 Hush introduced an adiabatic electron-transfer model for redox centers in contact with the electrode surface and showed how it can relate to the harmonic model. 18 Adiabatic models have been employed by Schmickler and others to treat surface-activated inner-Helmholtz plane redox reactions, 19 and Koper and Voth have obtained approximate activation energies at different potentials for the electrode-surface mediated reduction of Cl 2 . 20 The pre-exponential term in the electron-transfer rate constant is generally treated through the use of the two-state S0013-4651(00)05-094-1 CCC: $7.00 © The Electrochemical Society, Inc. model involving an electron donor wave function and acceptor wave function and their coupling through the electron transfer integral. Newton has reviewed the coupling formalism. 21 The present paper and its predecessors [11] [12] [13] provide a theoretical approach to the potential dependence of redox activation energies alone, pre-exponential factors not being treated in this work. The current model simply assumes, as is discussed below, the formation of an electronic equilibrium between the transition state complex and the electrode at each potential U.
In the outer-sphere oxygen reduction study 12, 13 the following four steps were modeled
Predicted activation energies for outer-sphere O 2 reduction decreased as the electrode potential decreased for all four steps. H 2 O 2 reduction, Eq. 3, had the highest activation energy, with O 2 reduction activation energy, Eq. 1, about 0.5 eV smaller and those for HOOи and HOи reduction, Eq. 2 and Eq. 4, respectively, being still smaller. These results seemed consistent with the observed ability of weakly interacting electrodes like hydrogenated platinum 2 or mercury 22 to release hydrogen peroxide. It should be noted that the activation enthalpies and activation energies for reactions treated in this paper are practically identical. Experimentally determined activation enthalpies in Ref. 6 were obtained from Arrhenius-type plots. The p⌬V terms that must be subtracted from these activation enthalpies to yield activation energies are small for these reduction reactions, around 1 J, based on an activation volume change of ϳ10 mL mol Ϫ1 . 23 An electrocatalyst surface should, at least, lower the activation energy for hydrogen peroxide reduction and may also activate the first step of oxygen reduction. The purpose of the present study is to gain understanding of the electrocatalytic ability of platinum and, in this initial exploratory study, the above four steps and two additional ones are examined with all intermediates bonded to a platinum atom. Two new issues must be addressed in considering the application of this theory for oxidation and reduction of species that are bonded to the electrode surface: (i) the possible potential drops across the double layer and how they may vary with the applied potential and (ii) the potential dependent polarization of adsorbate bonds. These are also discussed in this paper.
Theory
Electron transfer and electrode potential.-The electron is assumed to come from an electron donor D, with electron chemical potential (D). The reduction center, R, an example for this being [OOиииHиииOH 2 (OH 2 ) 2 ] ϩ in the first step of O 2 reduction to water, has an electron affinity, E a (R), which depends on its structure. Due to thermal fluctuations, R will pass through structures for which its electron affinity matches the electron chemical potential of the donor. For these structures, it is assumed that electron transfer takes place by radiationless tunneling
where RЈ stands for the reactant in this activated structure. Following electron transfer the reaction can continue to form the reduction product.
The electron chemical potential of the electrode is the negative of the thermodynamic work function,
On the standard hydrogen electrochemical scale this will correspond to an electrode potential U(V) given as
where H ϩ /H2 is the thermodynamic work function of the standard hydrogen electrode. Using the average value 24 of 4.6 eV for H ϩ /H2 and Ϫ(D) for
The energy of R is dependent on structure, as is its electron affinity, which is determined by the energy difference between energy of R and energy of R Ϫ with the same structure. The calculations in this study proceed by identifying structures where E a (RЈ) ϭ ϳ(D) and searching for the lowest energy one. 12, 13 This procedure specifies the electron-transfer state for the corresponding potential given by Eq 8. For the studied systems, this structure also corresponds to the transition state, because of the bond order changes that accompany the electron transfer. The transition state and its energy minus the reactant energy gives the activation energy that is predicted by this approach. Since such transition states are at the intersection of two energy surfaces, they are not characterized by saddle points with negative second derivatives as is the case for transition states over a fixed electronic state energy surface. Note that because the donor is isolated from the reduction center, it need not be explicitly present in the energy computation, as it was in Ref. 11 , to carry out this procedure and no explicit donor is used in the present work.
Computational model.-The MP2 method, 25 employed in the frozen core approximation in the earlier study of outer-sphere oxygen reduction and water oxidation, 12,13 is used for this work with a 6-31G** basis set for O and H atoms and LANL2DZ for the Pt atom. A single platinum atom is used for coordinating O 2 , H 2 O, and the HOOи, H 2 O 2 , and HOи intermediates in the oxygen reduction and water oxidation reactions. While this model does not allow making an analysis of adsorbate properties in the bridge-bonded structures on Pt(111) proposed in the literature, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] it is not as bad a model for the platinum surface as it might first appear to be. Regarding energies, the calculated Pt-OH bond strength, omitting zero-point energies, as done throughout this study, is 2.98 eV, compared to the 2.5 eV lowcoverage experimental value. 26 Similarly, the Pt-OH 2 bond strength is calculated to be 0.57 eV, compared to the 0.42 eV experimental value 27 for the (111) surface at low coverage in vacuum.
Regarding electronic properties of platinum, small clusters have large ionization potentials. The ionization potential of the Pt atom is 9.0 eV, 28 whereas the photoelectric work function of polycrystalline Pt is 5.65 eV. 29 The electron affinity of a Pt atom is 2.128 eV. 30 Interestingly, the average of the Pt atom E a and ionization potential (IP) is 5.6 eV, which is close to for the Pt surface. An isolated Pt atom will not accept an electron from an electrode that is at potentials greater than Ϫ2.5 V (2.1-4.6 V) and will not donate an electron to an electrode that is at potentials less than 4.4 V (9.0-4.6 V). This means that it is possible to study redox reactions over the range of Ϫ2.5 to 4.4 V with a single-Pt-atom model.
Calculated structures for the studied compounds as free molecules and when bonded to the platinum atom are in Table I . The model for the reactant H ϩ (aq) is a hydronium ion solvated with two water molecules as in the previous work. 12, 13 A similar model was also used by Kuznetsov and Lorenz in studying proton adsorption on copper, but without a potential dependence. 31 In determining the structures for the hydrogen-bonded precursors, R-OиииH ϩ Ϫ OH 2 (OH 2 ) 2 , and for the transition states, ROиииH ϩ иииOH 2 (OH 2 ) 2 , only three geometric parameters are varied: the R-O, H ϩ иииO, and OиииO distances. Figure 1 illustrates this for the case of H 2 O 2 . The other structure parameters are constrained as follows: the O-H ϩ -O angle is 180Њ and the other bond distances, angles, and dihedral angles are set at the reduction product values. The OH 2 (OH 2 ) 2 structure is kept fixed as in previous work. 12, 13 Specifically, the activation energies and transition state structures for each studied potential are found by stepping H ϩ иииO and OиииO distances in 0.01 Å increments and for each pair of values R-O is varied until the reaction complex R-OиииH ϩ иииOH 2 (OH 2 ) 2 has the desired electron affinity. The most stable such structure determines the transition state parameters while its energy determines the activation energy.
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Results and Discussion
Oxygen reduction.-Calculated activation energies for the four reduction steps
Pt-OH ϩ H ϩ (aq) ϩ eϪ(U) r Pt-OH 2 [12] are graphed with solid connecting lines in Fig. 2 along with the uncatalyzed activation energies for Reactions 1-4, which are connected by dashed lines. It is quickly evident that the Pt atom has a significant effect on the most difficult step of the outer-sphere reaction, reduction of H 2 O 2 to HOи ϩ H 2 O. Activation energies drop about 1 eV over the 0-2 V potential range studied. Activation energies for the O 2 reduction step are also substantially reduced. The activation energies for HOи reduction to H 2 O increase when HOи is bonded to the platinum atom and bonding to Pt decreases the activation energies for HOOи reduction to H 2 O 2 . In all cases the activation energies are predicted to increase with increasing potential. The catalytic effects of the platinum atom can be, in part, accounted for by considering the bond strengths between the intermediates and the platinum atom that are given in Table II Electrode-potential-dependent trends in structure variables at the transition state may be seen in the data in Table IV . As the potential is increased, it is generally necessary to stretch the H ϩ и и иOH 2 bond more and the ROиииH ϩ distance becomes shorter. The O-O distances generally lengthen. These changes cause the electron affinity of the reaction complex to increase to the prescribed value.
In the transition state structures, before electron transfer and reduction, the calculated Pt Mulliken charge is positive in the range 0.95 to 1.04 for PtO 2 , 0.60 to 0.67 for PtOOH, 0.73 to 0.91 for PtH 2 O 2 , and 0.66 to 0.78 for PtOH for U ϭ 0.727 to 1.5 V. After electron transfer the ranges are 0.14 to 0.28 for PtO 2 , Ϫ0.28 to Ϫ0.23 for PtOOH, Ϫ0.10 to Ϫ0.06 for PtH 2 O 2 , and 0.29 to Ϫ0.18 for PtOH. From this it is seen that, when electron transfers, most of the charge goes to the Pt atom and the remaining amount goes to the oxygen species and associated hydronium ion. This additional electron is mainly in a Pt s-type orbital and, as the reaction proceeds, it moves from Pt to the molecule that is bonded to it. Since the O-O bond is stretched more in transition states with Pt present compared to when it is not, it may be wondered what is the effect of this bond stretch on the electron affinity if the Pt is absent. Is it higher? For O 2 reduction at 0.727 V it is. The O-OиииH ϩ иииOH 2 (OH 2 ) 2 fragment alone has an electron affinity of 6.634 eV compared to 5.372 eV when bonded to Pt. This structure is, however, 2.063 eV less stable than the outer-sphere precursor structure, and therefore it is not accessible for the outer-sphere reaction. Bonding to Pt reduces the electron affinity of this fragment because Pt donates charge to the oxygen atoms. The Pt-O 2 fragment, in the U ϭ 0.727 V transition state structure, has an electron affinity of 0.864 eV, and H ϩ иииOH 2 (OH 2 ) 2 in this structure has an electron affinity of 1.522 eV, which shows how the field of the hydronium ion increases the electron affinity of PtO 2 , a trend also noted in the outer-Helmholtz-plane study. 13 An alternative path considered was the one for which Pt-OOH is to be reduced to Pt-O
Calculated activation energies for this, given in Table IV , are much higher than those calculated for the H 2 O 2 formation, making this pathway uncompetitive. However, as Table IV shows, should Pt-O form, its reduction to Pt-OH
is assured due to very low activation barriers. The relative overall energetics for two reduction sequences, Eq. 9-12, and Eq. 9, 13, 14, and 12, which include hydrogen-bonded reduction precursor and transition states are presented in Fig. 3 and 4 , respectively. Because of cancellation of errors in the solvation model that was discussed in Ref. 13 , the overall reaction energy is zero at about U ϭ 1.12 V, incorrectly reported as 1.18 in Ref. 13 , which is quite close to the 1.23 V reversible potential. As may be seen in Fig. 3 , reducing PtOH to PtOH 2 is overall uphill in energy by 1-2 eV. The transition state energies shown in Fig. 3 and 4 correspond to energies and structures at which electron transfer occurs and, following this, it costs energy to remove the rigid OH 2 (OH 2 ) 2 fragment. Full optimiza- tion and solvation of the OH 2 (OH 2 ) 2 part would be expected to lower the energy requirement for this last step. For the surface oxide pathway, Fig. 4 , the activation energies for the first two reduction steps, Eq. 9 and 13, essentially add to give a high overall activation energy for this pathway. The PtO that forms is very reactive, with zero or very small activation energy for reduction to PtOH. At 1.23 V the experimental activation energy is 0.44 eV over the three low-index platinum surfaces in 0.05 M H 2 SO 4 (aq). 1, 6 An activation energy value of 0.45 eV has been determined for O 2 reduction in a pH 1.9 perchloric acid solution over polycrystalline platinum electrodes. 32 Over the past 30 years a range of activation energies, from 0.11 to 0.99 eV for O 2 reduction over various platinum-containing catalysts in various acid and acid-polymer electrolytes has been reported for the reversible and other potentials. 6, [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] The values are given in Table V along with electrode, electrolyte, and temperature information. In all of these studies it is asserted that the first oneelectron transfer step is rate-limiting, but it has not always been established whether the reduction is four-electron to water or two- The calculated activation energy for Pt-OHOH reduction at 1.23 V is rather high at 0.91 eV, and the Pt-O bond strength is weak at 0.52 eV, suggesting that surface sites that are only able to adsorb O 2 end-on are responsible for H 2 O 2 production. The active site for the four-electron process probably requires an ensemble of two or more unblocked adjacent platinum atom sites, and in this case OO bond cleavage may accompany or follow the first reduction step. The present calculations indicate that if this occurs, the resulting O(ads) and OH(ads) will undergo reduction to water with very low activation energies. A theoretical study of the four-electron process with a model providing two adjacent adsorption sites on platinum is underway. 48 Water oxidation.-Potential-dependent activation energies for water oxidation to oxygen, the reverse of Reactions 9-12, are shown in Fig. 5 . In this case, the oxidation precursor structures have the OH 2 (OH 2 ) 2 fragment, fixed in the previously determined structure, hydrogen bonded to the reactants. Structure and hydrogen-bond strengths for these precursors are in Table VI . Bonding to platinum greatly decreases the activation energies for H 2 O and H 2 O 2 oxidation steps but increases them for HOи and HOOи oxidation steps. The high stabilities of the Pt-OH and Pt-OOH bonds correlate with these findings. Figure 6 illustrates the relative energy changes for the four oxidation steps through the peroxide pathway at the four electrode potentials modeled. The hydrogen-bonded precursors for Pt-OH 2 oxidation have potential dependent energies because the oxidative electron transfer has taken place before the hydrogen-bond formation between Pt-OH 2 and OH 2 (OH 2 ) 2 is completed for the 1.50 and 1.25 V potentials. The precursors are positively charged in these two cases. Comparing Fig. 6 for the peroxide pathway and Fig. 7 for the oxide pathway it may be seen the Pt-O oxidation to Pt-OOH has extremely high activation barriers, around 3.0 eV, which negates the possibility that Pt-O, if it forms, can be further oxidized by direct bonding to the hydroxide oxygen. However, the activation energies for forming Pt-O from Pt-OH are smaller than those for forming Pt-OHOH in the potential region of water oxidation, and this implies that other pathways involving surface recombination of adsorbed oxygen species may be considered. Definitive modeling of such recombinations demands the use of extended surface models. Nevertheless, interesting speculations based on bond strengths are possible. The Pt-OH bond strength is 2.5 eV on platinum surfaces at low coverage but drops to 1.5 eV at high coverage. 26 Electrochemical measurements have yielded ϳ1.4 eV for the Pt-OH bond strength at 0.5 monolayer coverage. 49 The Pt-O bond strength has been determined to be ϳ3.5 eV at 0.5 monolayer coverage. Based on these numbers and a calculated O-O bond strength in HOOи of 2.62 eV, and the calculated Pt-OOH bond strength, it is estimated that adsorbed O and OH probably do not combine to form adsorbed S0013-4651(00)05-094-1 CCC: $7.00 © The Electrochemical Society, Inc.
HOOи. Conversely, once adsorbed HOOи forms during reduction, it is likely to be quickly reduced to 2H 2 O if the surface conditions allow it to dissociate. Adsorbed OH at high coverage might be able to combine to form bridging H 2 O 2 if its adsorption bond strength is around 1.0 eV. However, even at high coverage these energies do not favor combination of adsorbed O to form gas phase O 2 .
Reversible potentials for the formation of intermediates in aqueous solution and when bonded to Pt-As was noted in Ref. 13 , for five reduction reactions involving H x O y species for which the reversible potentials are known, the reversible potentials calculated based on the reaction energy differences are, on average, 0.49 V below the measured values. This means that there is a near constancy in the T⌬S, solvation, and zero-point energy contributions that must be added to reaction energies to yield reaction Gibbs energies for use in evaluating reversible potentials. Empirically based estimates of these contributions resulted in predictions on average 0.05 V below the measured values. Table VII gives predicted reversible potentials for reduction Reactions 1-4, which are outer-Helmholtz plane, and Reactions 9-14, with the reactants and products bonded to a Pt atom. These predictions are from the calculated reaction energies with a 0.49 V correction. Comparison of the predictions with the experimental results for which standard states and Gibbs energy changes are verifiable, the exceptions being HOOи and Pt-bonded species, shows the possibility of making reversible potential predictions with an accuracy of 0.2 V.
A number of comments can be made about the results in Table VII . Bonding to Pt increases the reversible potential for the first reduction of O 2 because of the relatively greater strength of the Pt-OOH bond compared to the Pt-OO bond. By the same token, the next reduction has a decreased reversible potential because H 2 O 2 bonds weakly to Pt. The third reduction has a high reversible potential because of the high strength of the Pt-OH bond, and this strength is also responsible for the large decrease in the reversible potential for the last step. It is of particular note that the reversible potential predicted for OH(ads) formation from H 2 O(ads) is 0.57 V, close to the ϳ0.5-0.6 V potential at which OH(ads) begins to form on the low-index platinum surfaces in 0.1 M perchloric acid. 2 The 3.06 V reversible potential for PtOHOH reduction to PtOH indicates that reduction of H 2 O 2 is strongly favored thermodynamically if it has a Pt site to adsorb on. The 1.32 V PtO to PtOH reduction potential says that oxidation of PtOH will take place at a potential about 0.75 V more positive than its formation potential in acid solution.
Tafel slopes.-The assumption of a linear dependence of the Gibbs activation energy on the applied electrode potential at constant temperature yields the Butler-Volmer equation relating the current density to the overpotential. 14 This model also assumes that an overpotential decreases the activation Gibbs energy for the reaction in one direction and increases it for the reverse direction. The Butler-Volmer equation provides a model for determining the potential dependence of the activation enthalpy and also the activation energy, for reasons discussed above, provided the activation entropy is not dependent on temperature and potential. In this case, the increase in the activation enthalpy from its value at the reversible potential is ␤F for the reduction reaction, where ␤ is a constant, F is Faraday's constant, and is the overpotential for oxidation. Then the decrease in activation enthalpy for the oxidation reaction is Ϫ␣F where ␣ ϭ 1 Ϫ ␤. The Butler-Volmer equation is then
where j o is the exchange current density. Thus, when the above conditions hold, the calculated potential-dependent activation energies can be used to predict ␤ and ␣ and may provide insight into Tafel plots. As may be seen on comparing Fig. 2 and 5, for PtOH reduction the slope of activation energy vs. potential, ␤, exceeds unity at potentials exceeding ϳ1 V and the same is true for PtOOH reduction at high potentials. The slopes of the corresponding oxidation activation energies, ␣, decrease to zero in the ranges where ␤ exceeds 1; in fact, the activation energies drop to zero in these ranges. These results are caused by the loss of a strong Pt-O bond in these two reduction steps or, conversely, by the gain of a strong PtO bond in the two oxidation steps. Potential-dependent structure-bond energy relationships are responsible for this non-Butler-Volmer behavior. In these cases ␣ ϩ S0013-4651(00)05-094-1 CCC: $7.00 © The Electrochemical Society, Inc. ␤ 1 because the activation energy increases faster than the increase in potential in these ranges.
The ␤ predicted for PtOO reduction to PtOOH is about 0.37 in the O 2 reduction overpotential region, less than the value of 0.5 measured and ascribed to this reaction, 1, 6 but, as discussed in the Results and Discussion section, the mechanism probably requires a dual Pt adsorption site, which is currently under investigation. 48 For PtOHOH reduction to PtOH ϩ H 2 O the ␤ is predicted to be larger, 0.67 in this potential range. It is notable that the activation energy for PtOH reduction to PtOH 2 increases rapidly with potential and if it surpasses the activation energy for the first step in PtO 2 reduction, it may be evaluated as a candidate for the cause of the change in Tafel slope at ϳ0.8 V that has been observed during four-electron reduction of O 2 . 1, 6 Electron potential between the electrode surface and the outerHelmholtz plane.-To establish thermodynamic equilibrium at an electrode-electrolyte interface, the electrode surface may take on a net positive or negative charge which is compensated by ions in the double-layer region so there is no net charge on the interfacial system. Beyond the diffuse region, the electrolyte bears no net charge and the reacting ions migrate through a charge compensating background of counterions. The charge concentration on the electrode surface can be quantified by capacitance measurements, but the distribution of compensating charge is difficult to measure. If the electrode potential is set at the potential of zero charge (pzc), the electrode surface is essentially uncharged and, due to the absence of an electric field, an electron or ion can pass through the interface without the involvement of electrostatic work on it or by it. At potentials away from the pzc a potential-dependent electrostatic field will extend from the electrode surface to the outer-Helmholtz-plane and will extinguish in the diffuse region of compensating charge just beyond. The charged components of a redox couple will, when added to the solution with a double-layer field present, assume concentration gradients and participate in the charge distribution in the double-layer region, possibly perturbing the double-layer field and pzc. Assuming that a rigid double-layer field exists, an ion passing through some or all of the double layer to react will generate or consume electrostatic work.
Little is known quantitatively about the double-layer electric field model, and it must be emphasized that, since the double layer is the order of a few atomic diameters thick, the assumption of a homogenous electric field is so crude that the model may not be a suitable zeroth order starting point. Measurements, as reviewed recently by Fawcett, 50 give evidence for the double-layer potential drop having substantial kinetic effects on reactions in the double-layer region. However, Koper and Schmickler in their recent theoretical work on inner-Helmholtz-plane redox reactions 51 have not incorporated the potential drop across the double layer, arguing that, at several tenths of an electron volt, it is small. In the context of understanding electrocatalysis such a drop is probably not insignificant. Even at the outer-Helmholtz-plane there is a potential drop. Using a classical model, Calvo 52 found a variation of Ϯ Յ 0.2 V in the potential at the outer-Helmholtz-plane relative to the bulk solution for a 1 V range above and below the pzc for low 1.0 mM aqueous ion concentration. At high 1.0 M concentration the variation was Ϯ Յ 0.1 V, in fact small. Halley, Price, and co-workers 53 have recently predicted, using molecular dynamics and quantum calculations, considerable structure in the time-averaged electrostatic potentials in the double-layer region over a copper plate in water where the compensating charge was on another copper plate several molecular diameters away. When smoothed, the field decreased upon approaching either surface and the potential drop from each surface to several angstroms into the water was small. In the bulk water region the potential changed nearly linearly between the plates. Whether high ionic concentrations would result in a higher double-layer potential drop could not be determined due to computer limitations.
One can anticipate the effect of a double-layer potential drop for a nonequilibrium situation where net current flows. Consider positive species undergoing reduction, such as [OOи и иHи и иOH 2 (OH 2 ) 2 ] ϩ , which is abbreviated as O 2 ϩ H ϩ in the following discussion, with the electrode potential negative of the pzc, so that the electrode surface is then negatively charged. Let the electrode be in the overpotential region for oxygen reduction. Suppose an O 2 ϩ H ϩ species in the double layer is thermally agitated and becomes reduced. To sustain a current flow, another O 2 ϩ H ϩ species will diffuse from nearby in the outer-Helmholtz-plane to replace it and the vacancy thus formed in the outer-Helmholtz-plane will be replaced by an O 2 ϩ H ϩ from the diffuse layer which will be replaced by O 2 ϩ H ϩ from the bulk electrolyte and the proton vacancy will diffuse to the anode where it will be replaced by a newly generated proton. Let E a be the electron affinity of O 2 ϩ H ϩ in a given structure when in the bulk solution. Denoting this O 2 ϩ H ϩ as R ϩ R ϩ ϩ e ϩ r R ϩ E a [16] where E a is the heat liberated. When R ϩ is in the double layer
where EЈ a is its electron affinity in this position. Since the electrode surface is negatively charged, it is reasonable to assume that R ϩ is attracted to the double-layer position and, losing potential energy, it should release heat q
Combining Eq. 16-18 yields
which means that the electron affinity of the O 2 ϩ H ϩ reduction center in the double-layer region is reduced by the heat evolved when O 2 ϩ H ϩ diffuses from the bulk solution to this position. This heat will not ordinarily couple with the activation step, and so it will contribute to the resistance of the half cell. For O 2 ϩ H ϩ in the double layer there are two ways to initiate the reduction: (i) by thermal agitation to a structure with increased electron affinity but unfortunately higher energy and (ii) by decreasing the electrode potential to increase its reducing capability. Thus, in this case, the double layer makes two contributions to the need to run the half-cell at higher overpotentials to maintain desired current flow. When the electrode potential is positive of the pzc, there is a heat of activation for R ϩ entering the double-layer region, and q changes sign so the complex to be reduced will have a larger electron affinity in the double-layer region, which will result in a lower activation energy for reduction compared to that in the bulk solution. For a given overpotential, the first effect will decrease the current and the second one will increase it.
From what is said above, it may be speculated that for reactions in the double layer, with all else being equal, reduction currents at low overpotential, for which the double layer is little perturbed, may be higher for electrodes with pzc negative of the reversible potential, while, for oxidation reactions, electrodes with pzc positive of the reversible potential may present higher currents. An experimental check of this proposition would require a systematic study of reactions over different electrodes of known pzc values. Though much remains to be learned about details of double layers, it is possible to determine the consequence to a calculated activation energy of an assumed double-layer potential drop by simply shifting the potential scale by the assumed potential drop and reading the activation energies of Fig. 2 and 5 .
Polarization of adsorbate bonds due to electrode charging.-The effects of electrode-potential-dependent bond polarizations have been studied for almost two decades by means of parametric Fermi level shifts in cluster and slab-band representations of surfaces treated with semiempirical molecular orbital theory. 8, [54] [55] [56] This is a limited approach useful mainly for predicting and understanding electrode potential dependent trends in the absence of electron transfer; S0013-4651(00)05-094-1 CCC: $7.00 © The Electrochemical Society, Inc.
it is too inaccurate for studying redox reactions in either the inneror outer-Helmholtz-plane regions.
Bond polarizations are not an issue for outer-Helmholtz-plane charge-transfer reactions and the model for reversible potentials described above works well, limited by the treatment of the solvation of the reactants and the quality of the self-consistent quantum calculations. However, for reactants adsorbed on the electrode surface the bond polarizations will vary with electrode potential. A complete ab initio model for this would have to include surface charges and double-layer ions and molecules. Studying electrode potential dependencies of electrocatalytic reactions this way is not currently a tractable approach, though advanced computers used with ab initio quantum mechanics and molecular dynamics software may allow such modeling in the future. The authors believe, however, that it is worthwhile to make studies of the electrode potential dependence of electrocatalytic mechanisms and activation energies to determine structure and electronic factors in the absence of bond polarizations as is developed here. The electron transfer will take place when the reaction center, including the surface, is thermally excited to an activated structure with an electron affinity corresponding to the desired electrode potential, including possible double-layer potential drop, just as in the outer-Helmholtz-plane studies. The effects of potential-dependent adsorbate bond polarizations, such as bond weakenings, may be, when known, added as a perturbation to the zeroth order approach.
